
COMMUNITY
TABLE



Our mission is to create kick-ass spaces that are all about bringing people 

together, having a blast, and making genuine connections. Whether you're a young 

rebel or a seasoned traveler, we've got you covered. Our spaces are designed to 

be the ultimate hub for new adventures, meaningful interactions, and celebrating 

the joy of travel. We're all about inclusivity, good vibes, and creating memories.

So come on in, hang out, and let's make some badass memories together!

THE UNALLOME



COMMUNITY  TABLE

What's That?

It's a unique gathering that combines delectable cuisine, a delightful ambiance, and 

fascinating individuals who seek novel experiences, connections, and flavors. From 

savoring scrumptious dishes to relishing the conviviality of like-minded people, a 

community kitchen offers an opportunity to expand your palate and enrich your social 

life.

What Do We Need?

Our needs are straightforward: an innovative and fresh menu, and an event that 

prioritizes fostering a sense of community and interconnectedness among attendees. 

We believe that good food and conviviality are the ingredients for a memorable 

experience that unites people and sparks new relationships. Thus, we seek a culinary 

offering that is not only delicious but also reflective of the community's tastes and 

values, complemented by an ambiance that encourages interaction and bonding.



Discuss and build

the menu & match 

expectations.
 

The topics to be discussed 

include cuisine, menu, 

ingredients, equipment, 

maximum guest capacity, 

atmosphere, and the plan of 

action moving forward.
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Market the event.
 

To initiate the event's marketing 

process, we would like you to 

provide us with your content, 

cooking and dish photos, as 

well as a personal story of how 

you developed an affinity for 

cooking. Our team will 

collaborate with you to design 

the menu, reflecting your unique 

culinary style and preferences, 

and will commence the 

marketing efforts.
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Ingredients & final 

preparations
 

You will begin purchasing the 

required ingredients & preparing 

the food based on the 

anticipated attendance.  
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The day of the event.
 

We will ensure that everything 

is in place to create a 

seamless and enjoyable 

experience for everyone. 

Once the guests arrive, we will 

give them an unforgettable 

culinary journey! 
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TIMELINE



Puting your talent in the 

center!
A great way to express and market 

your talent!

It's not for free!
We will split 50/50 on the profits 

and event expenses.

Food makes people happy!
When guests returns a plate of 

food without a single crumb left, 

that's the ultimate compliment!
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SIGN UP!



“IF YOU REALLY WANT TO 
MAKE A FRIEND, GO TO 
SOMEONE’S HOUSE AND 
EAT WITH HIM… THE 
PEOPLE WHO GIVE YOU 
THEIR FOOD GIVE YOU 
THEIR HEART.”

Manveenaa@gmail.com

�91�9870152870

theunallome.com

mailto:manveenaa@gmail.com
https://wa.me/919870152870?text=
https://www.theunallome.com/

